
READ THIS BEFORE YOU SIGN UP TO A 
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE 

There’s a different photography course to suit almost any inclination out there. But 
how do you know which one is the right one for you? 
 
Do you choose to study a 4 year degree in photography or several 1 day 
workshops? Will watching hours of Youtube videos suffice? And what are the 
differences between all the different online courses for such a steep difference in 
price? 

We’re obviously a little biased here at IIAP, but for a good reason. We took all 
positive points from the different types of courses and discarded all the negatives  to 
create what we believe is the best photography course currently on the market.  

But don’t just take our word for it, we’ve made a little table which sums it all up in an 
easily digestible way :)  
 
A few key points we wanted to highlight. Before we give you a secret key to 
selecting the right course for you.  
 

1. Nobody in the real world checks for a diploma before hiring a photographer. 
They see their portfolio or work and portfolio of clients.  
 
Some longer term courses may take you on the history of photography and how it 
evolved, which is super interesting but this knowledge and writing essays on it, will 
not bring you money. It will not help you become a successful photographer. In fact, 
it will cost you more in opportunity costs, as if you’d have utilised this time in 
practicing more photography, setting and running your business and you could be 
already making money. 

2. Be wary of the $25 per week trap! 

Some courses offer such an affordable weekly price but then you are tied into paying 
this for the next 2 years! Check the value of what you are getting as well - you could 
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be tied into paying $3500 for pre-recorded stale material! Some times these courses 
do not even have pre-recorded videos, just text instructions.  

3. “Learn at your own pace and place” does not work.  

May sound very salesy but this is actually a ploy to actually not interact with you but 
sell you something that pre-recorded & stale! As we said above, many times you do 
not get to interact with your mentors ever, forget about peers and other students.  

And let’s face it, I have never learned ‘at my own pace’, think how often you go to the 
gym or do yoga when it comes to self discipline v. attending a class at a specified 
time.  

4. What a course brings by the end of the course, is what matters. Ask the 
following questions before you sign up >> and decide for yourself.  

 

The Questions that are Not Answered! 

These are the questions that you need to ask anyone and these are the questions 
that are usually left answered.  

1. How INTERACTIVE is the course? Are you going to be in front of the Tutor, 
and with other students or sitting alone in front of your computer, in an already 
socially isolated world? 

2. Do you get to talk to Mentors & Fellow learners in real-time and clarify your 
doubts on the spot? 

3. Are the mentors going to see what you are doing on your camera, and guide 
you as you go? 

4. Is the course Pre-recorded or LIVE? If pre-recorded, why would you not be 
better off watching youtube videos?  
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5. Is there a well-researched Schedule to the course and classes,  that is 
followed in a structured way, so that you learn step by step. REAL CLASSES, 
where you interact with other students, where you know the DATE & TIME, so 
you are motivated to follow the course structure.  

I don’t know if you’ve ever signed up to a gym, but If you have, you 
would know that several sign up to gyms, but only a very few will have 

discipline to show up, unless there is a personal trainer or friend 
keeping them accountable.  

Same happens to your “Learn at your own page and time” course.  

6. Are there going to be REAL & LIVE Photoshoots where they actually 
demonstrate Lighting, Composition, Camera Settings, Model Handling, etc. 
etc.  or just TEXTS & DIAGRAMS? 

7. Are there going to be real and live POST PROCESSING SESSIONS, where 
you can see your Mentor’s computer and learn everything that they are doing 
in Real-Time? Record it and Watch it again and again.  

8. Does the course give you the opportunity to learn in depth a wide range of 
PROFESSIONAL GENRES? 

9. Do you get a chance to check out Real COMMERCIAL WORK being done 
and demonstrated in the course?  

10. Is it just teaching Photographic Techniques or also covering the Business of 
Photography?  

11.Will you graduate with a COMMERCIAL PORTFOLIO or just a bunch of 
unrelated random arty work, that you can’t even show to prospective clients? 

12.What is the Total Time you need to spend in useless activities like filling up 
reports, completing written assignments (just to complete a number of hours) 
instead of actually practicing photography? (Ask this especially if you are 
doing some govt. approved certification) 
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13.What is the course fee? In Total? Are they going to bury you below a debt 
with a COMMERCIAL LENDER that you keep on paying for the next 100 or 
more weeks?  

14.What is the total time & opportunity COST of the course?  

Confused? 

 

Let me elaborate on these points with two case studies. ( I do not mean to slander 
any GREAT institution out there, just presenting my way of seeing facts).  
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Case Study 1:  

You Join Diploma in Photo Imaging with a Govt. Funded or a Similar Institution.  

Cash Fees: Approx: $ 3,000 to $ 15,000 

Kind of Course: Online or Classroom  

Duration: One year - Approx. 500 - 800 Hours. Out of which almost 60% will be 
spent writing assignments, just for them to fulfill their formal requirements, not 
actually learning the skills that will make you money.  

Some longer term courses may take you on subjects the history of photography and 
how it evolved, studying and writing assignments on other photographers' work and 
so on. All this is super interesting but this knowledge and writing essays on it, will not 
bring you money. It will not help you become a successful photographer. In fact, 
it will cost you more in opportunity costs, as if you’d have utilised this time in 
practicing more photography, setting and running your business and you could be 
already making money. 

So Let's say out of all this time, you waste about just half of the time i.e. 300 hours 
so the opportunity cost of those 300 hours X say $ 35 per hour is AU $ 10,500.00 
This is the money you could earn even using these hours for some reasonable 
work. 

Plus those months that you wasted and that you could have spent in actually making 
commercial relations, portfolios, etc. if you were to complete a good course in 3 
months. That can’t even be counted. …  

Total Actual Cost: Much more than those $3,000 to $15,000 that you are already 
paying.  

Result: A Diploma that may be recognized in the government system, but no one in 
the real world asks you to show their diploma before giving you a photography 
job, they see your previous clientele and your portfolio. 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Let’s review the other learning option… 

 

Yeah, Online…  

Case Study 2:  

You can Join an Online Course that finishes in 3-4 months. Most of these companies 
usually advertise for AU$ 25 a week / sometimes a free camera and so on. There 
are a few providers more or less offering the same. If you google photography 
course these are the Ads that will be on top.  

Cash Fees: Approx: $ 2,500 to 3,000 again. $ 25 a week trap or so on.. 

Duration: Now here is the catch, They say “Learn in your own time and pace” 
The reality is that this never happens. What you need is a discipline that comes from 
knowing that the class is happening in real-time, you have to reserve that time for 
learning and if you miss it, you can watch the recording.  
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Moreover, what I was appalled at was the fact that many of these courses do not 
even have video modules. They are just a bunch of written text put together and 
the money is made only from a smart sales process that ... 

… signs you up with a COMMERCIAL LENDER and makes you pay $ 25 to $ 35 
dollars a week in installments for 100 plus weeks… 

Once you are in, you can not get out, even if you hate the course. The cooling-off 
period? 3 days or so. It vanishes before you even blink.  

Worth it? Probably No Again!…… 

________________________________________________________________ 
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But don’t just take my word for it! Call them up & verify 
the facts!  

And Read On….. something of real value follows! 

 

So now I have provided a Problem. Let me provide a 
Solution too.  
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We at IIAP, have designed an online professional photography course 
“MASTERING PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY” that ticks more 
than the boxes above:  

● It is LIVE & INTERACTIVE… Classes happen Face to Face and you have an 
option to join via ZOOM if you are not in Sydney.  

● The Tutor will be Teaching you in Real-Time,  

● All the work and shoots will happen in Real-Time, in a real classroom,  

● You can join Classes Face to Face and Learn in a Physical World, not in a 
Virtual World.  (number limits apply - COVID SAFE)  

● There is a Schedule of Classes…. To help you with motivation to learn, 
keep you on track.  

● Classes happens on Weekday Evenings, Usually two evenings a week, so 
everyone can attend.  

● & Recordings that can be watched if you miss a class 

● Get to meet and see other students, work with them on projects, make 
new connections and friendships.  

● & Interact more in Private Social Groups 

 

KEEP READING…... 
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The course teaches you not just all the Genres of professional 
photography, 

But also Teaches you the Business of photography. 

You came to see this letter by clicking a social media ad right? 

We will teach you how to market your photography business like 
this…on Social Media.  

How to make your website and landing pages… 

How to make cool emails like these and automate them…. 

We may also get you your first paid shoot, as people love to shoot with 
our students.  

Can you ask for more? 

Yes, the Fee Structure.  

Course Fee 

AU$ 2,999 for the face to face (limited seats) 

AU$ 999 for the Zoom Version (limited seats) 

 

Payment Plans: 

AU$ 99 on Signup & $50 per week for the remaining amount. 
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Scholarships are available for High School Students and Those on 
government support. (Please talk to one of our Counsellors on 
0414391931 for scholarships and special offers) 

 

It’s Simple and WE DO NOT USE A LENDING AGENCY.  

So what are you waiting for? Click here to JOIN the Course, as the next batch is 
starting soon… 

Yes, it is not a pre-recorded course, so we have REAL BATCHES, WITH REAL 
DATES.  

If you need more convincing, call us on 0414391931.  We would love to have deep 
and meaningful discussions with lovely people like you.  

 

Best Regards and with your Best Interests in mind, 

 

Team IIAP 
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